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You get married and call everyone a step-in celebration from cocktail hour to the last call! The best way to do it? make a catchy playlist so people are forced to jump out of their seats! From the first dance to the last step, the music sets the tone for the reception and has a heavy hand on determining the guest's experience. If you and your fiancé choose a DJ instead of or in addition to a band, you are
entrusting the responsibility in your own hands so that your wedding reception hits the right notes - literally! You want them to be fluent in your favorite 90s boy band hits, understand what happens to the dance floor when your family does Hora, or know that you expect a heavy rotation of Dean Martin and Frank Sinatra. No matter what you're looking for, the DJ and his team should be able to work with you
and your partner to make your wedding night special. Here's what two professional wedding DJs want you to know before resorting to Spotify inging to allow you to control songs on your big day! And those who consider them to be DJs only mean playing EDM and house music. Technology is now what everyone calls DJs, says Scott Siegel of Purple Parrot Entertainment. You don't just find someone on
Craigslist or social media sites and go with pricing. If the price is too good, you should hope that the person will show up. Siegel suggests having conversations with DJs to learn more about their business and whether they can provide a service that meets your specific needs (for example, you're a national crowd, but this company is good at hip-hop and R&amp;B). There are a lot of people like car salesmen
and they are very powerful, he warns. They have these pre-programmed parties. They get in there, they're not going to take requests, they're not going to follow the wishes of the bride and groom because they think they know better. Along with the experience, ask to see photos and videos of events where any future DJ worked. Finally, make sure they're bringing legit equipment instead of the same
MacBook they entered their freshman year 15 years ago! Today, a lot of DJs start saying, 'I have 50,000 songs and they're on the cloud,' he says. You know how many times you've been to make a call somewhere and can't get a signal. You may not be able to receive signals in its barns, vineyards and catering halls. Or if you go to the catering hall and say to the venue, I can't give you a password. Instead,
go with a DJ who not only downloaded all the songs but also has a backup drive in case of an emergency.Justin Bieber, get a remix of what you just heard in Pandora out of your head?Siegel wants to shoot him an email right away if you want to add it to your wedding rotation. I've always said to future brides, my phone is always open. Please call me and send me an email. If you listen to a song on the
radio and love it, call me now, he says. It's not a big deal for me to write it down in my notebook, but I may forget it in five hours. I like to keep the lines of communication open, but All-Star DJ Paul Groh prefers clients to compile requests and notes (e.g. shout out cousin Mike's 30th birthday) in one email or Word document and send them to him two weeks before the wedding. We recommend not doing a bit
or part of the text or email of what they want for their wedding, he says. We get bombarded with online stuff and we lose it. Everything must be in one document. If they are working on a Friday night and have a wedding on a Saturday morning, they don't have time to plan it, so get all the information to the DJ two weeks in advance. So, find the way your DJ prefers and try not to alert them with a text of 1
a.m. from the bar when you hear rizzo jam. Whether your reception consists mainly of friends, friends of your parents, or families of all ages, they will let your DJ know so that they can prepare with that particular crowd-pleasing music. When I'm joking for the elderly, I hear it all the time, says Siegel. They came up to me and said, 'I went to my niece's wedding, but they didn't play anything, so I sat there all
night. And it was so big! I like to know how many guests you plan to have? What is the demographic? More and more DJs know current house music, so don't go inside and know anything thinking they have everything. If you're going to a latin heavy party, you need to know its music, We love 80s rock! Our friends go crazy for Rihanna! or Throw some Barry Manilows there for my stepmom helps guide your
DJ in the right direction, couples don't have to make too many specs. You need to trust their judgment, Says Glow. Let me put out 10 or 20 of my favorite songs and do the rest. And if you want to watch the dance, make sure the song is danceable. Sometimes what you hear on the radio may not be good for dancing, but the DJ knows. In a similar vein, open to accommodate your guests' requests, even if it's
not what you want to hear. It's very common for brides and grooms to say, 'Stop line dancing,' Siegel says of tracks like Cupid Shuffle and Macarena. If someone, like your aunt or uncle, comes and wants to hear 'Cotton Eye Joe', what do you want me to tell you?But if someone asks, you can play it. The reality is that most songs are three minutes long. We're not going to play 20 of them. We're not going
to make plans to play with them, but if someone asks, there are more times when someone might be more like doing something. Ask how many staff are coming and preparing meals for them, suggests Groh. If you're hungry, you can't perform. You get grumpy. That's not a good thing. If you can't budget meals for entertainment companies or other vendors, serve meals during cocktail hour. If your DJ is
inging a ceremony, cocktail hour, four-hour event or after-party, you may do it before eating with 6 hours, 7 hours, 8 hours plus setup and takedown, says Siegel. It's polite to offer to feed or at least feed the entertainment but at the end of the night, couples shouldn't feel pressured to offer additional tips. But they need to see if their contract needs one. That's at the client's sole discretion, says Groh. For
excellent service, somewhere between 10 and 20 percent, we leave it to their discretion. It is not mandatory. If the newlyweds decide to tip, they can put someone else in charge of the responsibility or dole it out in the middle of the party. Maybe their mom will do it, let their sister do it, or their brother will get them to do it, Siegel adds. At the end of the night, honestly, the bride and groom have a lot of other
things in their minds. So, if they're planning on it, maybe give the DJ an envelope during the night and say, I want to give this to you now because I'll be busy later. Thank you for being part of our wedding. If you're giving it to a guy during the night, if he's doing a good job, he's doing it to step up his game a little bit more. However, Siegel said, It's an option, but it's definitely appreciated! Sign up for
buzzFeed quiz newsletter - binge to the latest quiz delivered right to your inbox with quiz newsletter! A new way to watch rhythm games more other rhythm games and other rhythm games, plus the original controller that contains music that contains good improvements over the original music, still a little stiff vocals, you should admire the full inventiveness of DJ Hero 2, even if you are not a fan of the rhythm
game genre. The first game was like a noble experiment, and like most noble experiments, it started with a dosun. Sales were low, but word of mouth, positive reviews, and eventual price drops made up for the disappointment of initial sales, making way for DJ Hero 2, a game that took a successful formula and made it better. I should start by saying I've never been a big fan of rhythm games and I feel
most of them will be greatly improved by their ability to shoot notes with rocket launchers. But I understand the charm and I appreciate the partythat these games thrive. Plus, as a fan of the entire video game industry, I like that the new (ish) genre can bring in fans who might otherwise not have been in the game at all. But the rhythm game (still ..) Despite my regret for not being able to throw grenades at, I
was interested in the original DJ hero concept. It was good to see the hip-hop and electronica crowd get a bit of love. I was also fascinated by the DJ concept. I've listened to a lot of music, so I was sure I could become one of the most famous DJs in the world. So DJ Hero was a game for me, and to my surprise, I really liked it. Unfortunately, for the original game, the timing of the DJ hero was sucked in.
There has always been the challenge of introducing a game that requires you to buy a relatively expensive controller that simulates an instrument that most people don't understand, many of which have never been touched directly, but in addition to the ridiculous oversaturation of the rhythm game genre last year, things weren't that great for the game. Thankfully Activision decided to stick with it and sales
have welled up enough to guarantee a second game, the skilfully titled DJ Hero 2. Yo DJ, rotate that wheel! Using dj hero 2's turntable, the mazing button of a real DJ-ing guitar hero is the one that stirs along the actual guitar. Both are fun, but don't invest in expensive turntables just because you can score 100 percent on the Berlin stage. But that doesn't mean it's not a fun experience. In fact, it's never
anything. DJ Hero 2 doesn't reinvent itself compared to its prequel, but it polishes some things that make it a better game. At first it looks like the track itself. The game contains more than 80 mixes, with more coming online in the near future, this time focusing on big name hits. The feel of the underground music the original had is a little less, but it makes sense to try to appeal to as large an audience as
possible. In addition, with the inevitable online downloads, the choice of track is not an issue. Also, with more than 80 tracks, there will be several tracks for everyone. The game features several game modes, including a standard career mode called Empire Mode. If it is you are playing a rhythm game, each city will play as you expect, holding several sets that must be completed to unlock boss fights.
MegaMix Mode allows you to play sets mixed with famous DJs from all over the world and includes quick play. When you complete the challenge, you will earn stars that can be used to upgrade the appearance of your character. These are cosmetics, but when you realize that you can use the console avatar as a character, you lose most of the relevance. It's a very cool conceit and look at your avatar's
tears da clubThe parts are weird and wonderful. The biggest improvement between DJ Hero 2 and its predecessor is the combat mode. You can now play against another person in six different types of games where in the previous entry it was just a points fight. If you are sitting next to you or playing an online opponent, you can play in any mode that suits your style. You and your opponents can go back
and forth and play to see who can hit the longest streak before trying to get one up with each other or hitting the Euphoria button (similar to the star power of guitar heroes) and then let your opponents match. If you want to play against random online people with your friends, DJ Hero 2 is your type of game. The party game has also been extended to include a vocal section. In previous matches, vocals did
not count towards the score, an additional feature that was not tracked. If you want, you can sing to mike, but it didn't affect the game. Now you can add another player to the mix and score on vocals. It sounds a bit off when you scratch and cut out the vocal section, but it's not a big deal. Strangely enough, when you're playing party mode, you can't select tracks. The biggest addition in terms of gameplay is
the addition of freestyle. Between tracks, there's a section to add a bit of personal talent to mashups. You can scratch sections in one section and crossfaders between tracks in another. What you're doing is less considered as long as you're doing something, but it feels like you're doing more than just pressing the standard button. The whole flip side, most of the changes are very well thought out, generally
adding polish to the dj hero before anything else. That doesn't mean the game will transform people who hate the genre, and at its core DJ Hero 2 is still very similar to the guitar hero and rock band franchise. The track list is also a bit too pop - this is a personal preference I admit, but compared to the last DJ hero, the song selection doesn't seem interesting. There are plenty of new tracks and the odds can
quickly have enough songs to satisfy someone, but it costs you (from $1 per song to $10 for a pack). Still, with 80 plus tracks, even if you hate half of the songs, you still have a lot left to enjoy. My other problem is something that starts with the first DJ hero and continues through the second game - the controller. Turntable controllers are what it is - simulated vinyl records with four colored buttons on top -
and for the most part, designed in the best way to optimize the style of the game, but scratching is still a bit odd and it can be difficult to find the delicacy needed to get rid of the most difficult tracks. A better indentation of the button could provide a bit of gripScratch it. It's not a big deal and you get used to it, but you can't completely control it with a few simple changes. It just feels like a cut corner. The final
score DJ Hero 2 doesn't win over most fans who ardently hate rhythm games, which may be some swaying like an idea, but I'd like to do more than just press a button. It's not a bit to the guitar hero and rock band franchise, but it's a tribute to FreeStyleGames for creating something fresh and unique, as well as something familiar to the genre. The controller is not perfect, but it is a good attempt, and
although the track list is definitely weaker than in the previous game, it is a matter of taste - it helps to broaden the appeal of the game. Paying a fair amount of cash for a downloadable track isn't the most fun, but it's a precedent set long before DJ Hero came out. The only real criticism I have about the way the game is played is the vocals that are fun but almost seem like an aftert when you're singing with
a few cuts - it just doesn't work. In short, I've played rhythm games a few times and I'm not a big fan of the genre. I don't hate it by any means, but it's not my type of game. But after playing DJ Hero 2, I went back again and again and listened to the same track and realized I was trying to improve my score. The biggest fear of this game is that it is only the first add-on (something that may have been sold as
a half-price DLC), but there are enough improvements and polishes to make DJ Hero 2 legitimate its status as a sequel. Score: 9 out of 10 (this game was reviewed on Xbox 360 with copies provided by Activision) editor's recommendations
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